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INTRODUCING
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WHAT IS TALAXEUM ?
TALAXEUM is a combination of multiple
core use cases
TALAXEUM started out as a need for a currency to support green projects around the
world. While typical green projects are non-profit organizations, we're looking for green
projects that has either consistent funding or self-sustainable. If you can picture these
companies as engine, we design our currency TALAX to be its fuel.

TALAX may be used to purchase products, supports projects, swapped, staked, paid to
employees, etc. At the moment, Talaxeum already secured several partnerships where
each will use TALAX as its main currency in its ecosystem
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DeFi Token

TALAXEUM is a BEP-20 proof-of-stake defi token used as a foundation of our larger
project to fund climate change effort. However, to create the funding platform we require
an eco-friendly fuel to power the engine. TALAXEUM is a token that connects investors
and project leader to its contributors be it projects in crypto space or ones that have real
world application.

Binance Smart Chain

TALAX is built on Binance Smart Chain, which gives it the inherent security and transaction
immutability derived from Binance. TALAX follows BEP-20 token standard, making it easy
to integrate and compatible with many existing BSC-based applications. All transactions
are executed according to the rules of smart contract, which eliminates human error.

Staking

Staking is a mean for holder of Talaxeum to receive rewards just by holding TALAX. Stakers
lock their TALAX and receive rewards based on the amount of TALAX staked.

 

Percentage Yield for Talaxeum is a reasonable 8%/year. This amount had been allocated as
part of Talaxeum's tokenomics. Talaxeum also reserves a portion of transaction fee for
staking reward ensuring the sustainability of reward distribution.
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TalaXEUM GREEN
PROJECT LAUNCHER
TALAXEUM is a “Green project launcher” platform powered by Non-Fungible Tokens
designed to leverage carbon offsetting businesses. Utilizing the traceability and smart
contract built in NFTs, TALAXEUM aims to create a prudent and transparent green
projects. Each project will be screened and verified by TALAXEUM’s team and
Independent Reviewer for project security and authenticity. 


Each BLOCK will consist of SHARDS representing the right of ownership to be part of the
BLOCK. Each shard of the block represents a single NFT. Once the project has been
approved, smart contracts will be prepared according to the different needs of the
projects. The SHARDS (NFT) will be uniquely created by combining the smart contract

of the project (BLOCK) with submitted artworks from creators around the globe.


The mechanism of the project can be commercial and non profit. With commercial
projects, a fixed percentage from the project must be redistributed back to each SHARD
periodically. Owner of Talaxeum shard will earn rewards based on percentage of
income earned from the business. TALAXEUM does not promise the continuity of any
commercial project as the project may be terminated if it incurs losses beyond
discretionary range (as listed on each project’s term and condition). When a project is
terminated only the passive income utility will be deactivated. The BLOCKS & SHARDS
will remain in TALAXEUM’s platform.


The NFTs will be tradable P2P since inception but its passive income feature will come
naturally the moment the project make its first buck. Each project's support may be
channeled in stages with an escrow model to reduce risk. Each project will be held
responsible to update its progress to earn its next stage of funding. TALAXEUM will
perform audit and work hand in hand to oversee the operation.


*Block = NFT collection from a single project

*Shard = a single NFT from a particular block
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TalaXEUM

Work flow
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TALAXEUM

PROJECT FEASIBILITY STUDY
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TALEXUM

ON PROGRESS GREEN PROJECT

Our Growth Strategy
and Future Projects
TALAXEUM will create a platform for exchange both to fiat and to other
cryptocurrencies. This will see wide use as TALAXEUM’s main function is dispersion of
funds and conversion from talaxeum to fiat. The volume of transaction will sustain its
lower-than-most gas fees attracting delegators to stake their TALAX and project
leaders to adopt TALAX as currency in their ecosystem.
TALAXEUM is only the first step of many green projects in the making. As soon as
these projects launched, it will adopt TALAXEUM as its main vehicle of transaction.
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN NAME : TALAXEUM
TOKEN SYMBOL :

TALAX

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY : 21.000.000.000
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backers

BTS Ventures
auditor
Certified by CERTIK

Certik is the leading platform in analyzing and monitoring
blockchain protocol. We are working with Certik to ensure that
our smart contract is secure and up to date with current security
protocol.
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STRATEGIC PARTNER
IT Partner

Since 2006 Emveep has been delivering
100+ projects for clients around the world
including ICO/STO/Crypto exchange/
NFT. Its expertise will benefit Talaxeum in
building more trusted & reliable IT system.

community Partner

Crypoiz established since 2018 become
the largest community and media in
indonesia with 200,000+ member and
cryptoiz become icon and nickname for
crypto community and provide education
and gateway between project and
community.

media release
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Our Team

BAMBANG
BUDI
TRESNO

Founder

Bambang is a partner-level accountant at the big accounting firm. Before his current
position, he has had experience at other the big accounting firm and 15 years managing
his firms. Bambang is a Certified Public Accountant in Indonesia, Certified Practicing
Accountant in Australia, and ASEAN Chartered Professional Accountant (ACPA).
Specializing in the field of assurance, Bambang has audited many firms from all kinds of
industry ranging from mid-level firm to multinational scale corporations. Bambang will
lend his expertise in TALAXEUM project and believe his expertise can support TALAXEUM
tremendously.

DAVID
PRASETYA

Founder

David is a CEO at emveep.com, a company that is no stranger to blockchain technology. 

His many projects include successful Security Token Offering (STO) websites and Crypto
exchange platforms that are currently in the market. David will lend his expertise at
TALAXEUM.

HANS
SUTANTO


Founder

Graduated from University of Toronto with a Bachelor of Commerce degree, he's founded
multiple firms under his belt from F&B, trading, to manufacturing. He has also done his fair
share of auditing multinational corporations in Indonesia. His passion for learning, clarity
ofvision, and his adept communication skill is an irreplaceable asset in the creation of
TALAXEUM.
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Our Team
GUN GUNAWAN

Founder

Gun has dabbled over 18 years of experience in financial technology. Working with many
banks of international scale, he's lent his service in creating several financial products.
Utilizing his Master of Management degree, Gunawan has been appointed directors of
many different firms. He's built and maintains many business networks over the past few
years. Gunawan will lend his expertise at TALAXEUM.

RIZALDY BHASKARA

Co-Founder

Rizaldy is a multidisciplinary artist and designer with an educational background in
anthropology and fine arts. Rizaldy is passionate about art, technology, and culture. Rizaldy
spearheads TALAXEUM NFT projects in creating a platform where digital art become
decentralized, accessible for everyone, and has tangible benefits for society,

culture, and nature.

MITHA AMARANILA PUTRI

Co-Founder

Mitha is an active volunteer in many green projects. Passionate in the field of forest
preservation, she joined multiple organizations and helped kick started several green
projects. Mitha will help manage Talaxeum's Talaverse Green Projects team.
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Contact us
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@Talaxeum

operation@talaxeum.io

@Talaxeum

talaxeumglobal

@Talaxeum

www.talaxeum.io

